Savanna Sunset

Material:

- Glossy Cardstock
- Crayons
- Black Paint
- Paint Brushes
- Toothpicks
- Hair Dryer

Objective: Explorers will get to create their own masterpiece of a savanna sunset
Lesson:

• Give all explorers one piece of cardstock. Make sure they have the glossy side faced up
• Have all kids color in the entire piece of cardstock with crayons. Yes, every inch of the cardstock must be fully colored. (How this is colored does not matter. Shapes or drawings will not be seen.)
• Once the cardstock is covered by crayons, paint a layer of black paint over the entire piece of cardstock.
• Make sure this is a thick layer and none of the crayon can be seen. Let dry (Use hair dryer to speed up the process)
• After the cardstock is dry, give cardstock back to explorer and one toothpick
Using the toothpick, explorers will draw their new design on the cardstock. (The goal is to chip away the black paint to show a colorful sunset or safari design in the background)